Throughout this paper X will denote a CW-complex and X k will denote the &-skeleton of X. We write ξ G Vect(X) {PL mic(X), Topmic(X) or Sph(X)} to denote that ξ is a vector bundle a PLmicrobundle, a topological microbundle or a spherical fibration over X. We write ξ k to denote that ξ is of rank k. We write R (X) for any one of Vect(X), PL mic(X), Topmic(X) or Sph(X). The trivial object of rank k in R(X) will be denoted by 6JU We write ξER + (X) to denote that ξ is orientable. We write O x ,θχ,e x and k x respectively for the trivial vector bundle, PL -microbundle, topological microbundle and spherical fibration of rank k over X.
Section 2 is concerned with stably trivial elements ξ k ER(X) when dim X ^ k. In Section 3 we introduce the notion of a Gauss map for a ξ ER(X).
If ξ k <ER(X) is stably trivial, dimX ^ k and R^ Topmic we prove the existence of a Gauss map for ξ. If R = Topmic the same result is true whenever k ^ 4. In Section 4 we prove the main result of this paper (Theorem 4.3) . An an immediate consequence of this theorem the analogue of Bredon-Kosinski, Thomas theorem could be derived in all the categories Diff, PL, Top or Poincare Complexes with "obvious" exceptions.
we need information about the kernel of π k (B k )-* k (B k + ί (B k+ί ) is well-known. Using the results of Kirby-Siebenmann [13] and Lashof-Rothenberg [16] 
and
It is well-known that the obvious map
Z 2 if k is odd and ^ 1,3,7.
with T s k (respy λ s k ) as generator. According to a result of W. M. Hirsch the map TΓf e (BSO (k)) -» TΓ/c (BPL + (fc)) carries K k onto C*. A reference for this is [7] . Since the composite map K k -*C k -»KJ is an isomorphism, it follows that (2) K k -C k and that t s k generates C k . PROPOSITION 1.1. For k^A, K' k is cyclic and is generated by τ s *. JV00/. Since the composite map X fc -* Xί-^XΪ is an isomorphism it follows that K k -+ K' k is an injection for all fc.
Let k ^ 5. In the following commutative diagram where the horizontal rows are exact and the vertical maps are the obvious ones, 16] . As already observed K k -» C k is onto according to a result of M. W. Hirsch [7] . Standard diagram chasing using Diagram 1 yields
is a homotopy equivalence [15] . Hence for k g 2 we have X fc -Xί. When k = 3 we have O = τr 2 (5O(3)) -7Γ 3 (B5O(3)) -τr 3 (J5Top + (3)). Hence
This completes the proof of 1.1.
2.
Stably trivial elements £ e JR (X). Suppose dim X g A: and ^k +1 e R (X) is stably trivial. Then for R φ Topmic it is known that f k+1 -€j£J. This is actually a consequence of (4) 7r f (JB fc+1 ,B fc ) = 0 for /gfc Proof. We have
From results in Section 1 we see that ker τr 7 ( J3 7 
we have a cofibration μ: X k~x -±X with cofibre V ί €J Sί. Let c: X-* V ie/ S? be got by collapsing X k~ι to a point. In the Puppe exact sequence
, BJ such that c *(JC) = ξ k . By 5 and 6, TΓ^ (J3*) = 0 for k = 3 and 7, whenever B k^B SH(k) . Hence x = 0, which in turn yields £* = 0 in [X, B k ].
REMARKS.
If F(k)
denotes the subspace of SH(k + 1) consisting of base point preserving maps it is known [10] that
and that 7τ Ί {BSH{Ί)) -τr 6 (SH (7)) -τr 6 (F (7)) -ττ 13 ( 5 7 ) -Z 2 .
Let k = 3 or 7. We have a CW structure X on S* such that X k~x = * (base point). 
RX .
Hence η 0ei, x -3. Gauss maps. When £ E R (X) admits of a Gauss map then necessarily ξ is stably trivial. The main result of this section is the following: Iα the proof of this theorem we will be making use of the following lemma. 
Span of any ξ €Ξ R (JHΓ)
. We now recall the definition of span originally due to E. Thomas [19] . DEFINITION 
Let ξ GΛ(X). The span of ξ is defined to be the largest integer / with the property ξ -€ R , X 0 η for some η ER(X).
In this section we will be interested in complexes of the form X = L U e For R = Vect this is a classical result of J. F. Adams [1] . For R = Topmic this is Theorem 1.1 in [20] . For R = PL mic or Sph the proof is exactly similar to that of Theorem 1.1 in [20] . Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that 2τ*, s k = 0 in π k (B k ) whenever k is odd. Hence to complete the proof of (C) we have only to consider the case ft § 5 odd and ^ 7 and deg / odd. The existence of a Gauss map implies that σ(£) g σ k . By Lemma 4.7, any map g: X -* S k of deg 1 is a Gauss map for ξ. If possible let σ(ξ) > σ k . For R = Vect this means that 3 a map φ: X-» V k+u+ί satisfying ττ°φ=g for some l>σ k , contradicting the validity of condition (**). Now suppose R -φ Vect. For ft g 5 odd, ft ^ 7 and 15 direct checking shows σ k + 1 g (fc-l)/2. If σ(f)>σ* then ξ^ηφe^x with / = α* + l. From Lemma 4.6 we see that 3°φ:X-» Vfc+u+i such that τr°φ =g, again contradicting (**). For any PL (respy topological) manifold M the PL (respy topological) span of M is defined to be the span of the PL (respy topological) tangent microbundle of M. For a Poincare complex X the spherical span of X is defined to the span of the unstable tangent spherical fibration of X. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3 we get all the following results at one stroke. 
